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Color Mates Cosmetics enjoys continuous growth within the budget-line 
division of cosmetics, nail art & accessories by successfully offering the 
highest quality products, at the most affordable price. Color Mates 
Cosmetics; is approved by PETA's Leaping Bunny cruelty-free and vegan 
standards program. 

 
 
October 12, 2016 (Newswire.com) – Ontario, CA – Color Mates Cosmetics, announced today that it has been 
approved by the People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) organization as a company that provides 
only cruelty-free products that are not tested on animals. Additionally, PETA is including Color Mates 
Cosmetics. in its "Caring Consumer Project"-a database of the animal-testing policies of companies that meet 
PETA's cruelty-free and vegan criteria in an effort to raise consumer awareness. 
Unlike companies that still needlessly maim and kill animals to test their products, Color Mates Cosmetics 
provides cruelty-free products that are never tested on animals. PETA's Leaping Bunny approval gives 
retailers and consumers alike, further assurances that Color Mates Cosmetics products are cruelty-free. This 
standard includes Color Mates Cosmetics range of beauty products.  
 
The Company expects distributors and retailers to appreciate the immediate recognition of the 
internationally well-known logo from their clients. PETA recently polled its mailing list of e-news subscribers 
about their consumer habits and 96 percent of those who responded agreed that they are more likely to 
purchase a product designated as cruelty-free by PETA. The company expects its efforts in providing cruelty-
free products to translate into greater client-loyalty and faster new-client-growth-rates for the consumers 
who use their products. 
 
Testing beauty care products on animals often involves blinding and poisoning rabbits, guinea pigs and other 
animals. Studies have shown that these painful and deadly tests may not be effective at keeping harmful 
products off the market-but may simply provide companies with a barrier from potential liability lawsuits 
and lower product liability insurance rates. 
 
"Our company has a great deal of respect for PETA and their cause is perfectly consistent with our company 
philosophy. Joining PETA's Leaping Bunny program further formalizes our long-standing commitment to 
provide cruelty-free products that are never tested on animals." says Color Mates Cosmetics, Chief Executive 
Officer Denny Cheng. "Our partnership with PETA helps distributors, and retailers, know at a glance that 
beauty doesn't have to come with an ugly side and that they can be proud of the products they have in their 
showrooms and stores." 
 

 



 

About Color Mates Cosmetics: 

 
Flourishing for nearly 20 years, Color Mates Cosmetics has supplied premium products and has created a 
distinguished name within the beauty industry. The 1998 launch of Color Mates Cosmetics blister value 
pack, floor stand & spinner rack programs, have afforded prosperous-long-standing and loyal customer 
partnerships. As our team continues to expand cruelty-free assortments with groundbreaking, state-of-
the-art innovations, Color Mates Cosmetics will continue to forge ahead with immountable quality and 
top notch value, all while maintaining an excellent forefront within the marketplace. 

Our highly motivated corporate support staff, from business development, to our very dedicated 
warehouse personnel, strives to provide prompt, efficient and reliable service with every single 
shipment. 

Color Mates Cosmetics invites you to reach out to us with any questions or comments you may have, or if 
you are interested in collaborating with us in the future by contacting our Director of Sales & 
Marketing, Jessica W. Holt Rowlette, by emailing her at Jessica@colormatescosmetics.com or by calling 
(909) 923-1166. 
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